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ABSTRACT Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a group of neurodevelopmental disabilities that are not

curable but may be ameliorated by early interventions. We gathered early-detected ASD datasets relating

to toddlers, children, adolescents and adults, and applied several feature transformation methods, including

log, Z-score and sine functions to these datasets. Various classification techniques were then implemented

with these transformed ASD datasets and assessed for their performance. We found SVM showed the best

performance for the toddler dataset, while Adaboost gave the best results for the children dataset, Glmboost

for the adolescent and Adaboost for the adult datasets. The feature transformations resulting in the best

classifications was sine function for toddler and Z-score for children and adolescent datasets. After these

analyses, several feature selection techniques were used with these Z-score-transformed datasets to identify

the significant ASD risk factors for the toddler, child, adolescent and adult subjects. The results of these

analytical approaches indicate that, when appropriately optimised, machine learning methods can provide

good predictions of ASD status. This suggests that it may possible to apply these models for the detection

of ASD in its early stages.

INDEX TERMS ASD, AQ-10 tools, classifier, FT, FST, prediction model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a category of neu-

rodevelopmental disabilities that include autism proper and

Asperger’s syndrome. ASD cannot be cured but its early

detection is desirable as it allows more effective mitigat-

ing treatment. However, ASD is very difficult to detect and

diagnose by conventional behavioural studies. ASD is most

often identified at around two years of age but can be later,

depending on the severity of the symptoms. While there are

a number of clinical tools to detect ASD as early as possible,

in practice these involve onerous diagnostic processes that

are not often used unless there is a strong suspicion or high

risk of ASD development. Allison et al. [1] proposed a short

quantitative checklist that can be used at several stages of the

life of a patient, including toddlers, children, adolescents and
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young adults. Later, Thabtah et al. [2] developed a mobile

phone application named ASDTests based on Q-CHAT and

AQ-10 tools that help in the detection of ASD at early stage

as possible. They also gathered ASD data using these mobile

apps and uploaded this data into Kaggle and the University of

California-Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning (ML) repository

as open source dataset.

There have been a number of studies that have attempted

to detect and diagnose ASD using a variety of ML tech-

niques. Thabtah and Peebles [3] proposed a Rules-based

ML (RML) to assess the ASD traits and found that RML

enables classifiers to increase its performance. Satu et al. [4]

demonstrated individual significant features of normal and

autistic children in Bangladesh using Tree-based classifiers.

Abbas et al. [5] combined ADI-R and ADOS ML methods

into a single assessment and applied feature encoding tech-

niques to overcome the scarcity, sparsity and data imbalance

problems. In addition, another study by Thabtah et al. [2]
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TABLE 1. Features description.

proposed a computational intelligence (CI) method called

Variable Analysis (VA) which showed feature-to-class and

feature-to-feature correlations and used support vector

machine (SVM), decision tree (DT) and logistic regres-

sion (LR) for robust ASD diagnoses and prognoses [6]–[9].

Duda et al. [10] analyzed ASD data with different classi-

fiers and found that 5 out of 65 features were sufficient to

distinguish ASD from attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

(ADHD). Besides this, Goh et al. [11] analysed typically

developed (TD) (N = 19) and ASD (N = 11) patients, where

a correlation-based feature selection (CFS) was used to evalu-

ate the importance of features. In 2015, Crippa et al. [12] anal-

ysed ASD and TD children and identified 15 preschool ASD

from them using only 7 features. However, they suggested

that cluster analysis might better capture complex features

predicting an ASD phenotype and heterogeneity.

In this work, we gathered ASD datasets relating to studies

of ASD characteristics in toddlers, children, adolescents and

adults from the Kaggle and UCI ML repository [2]. Sev-

eral feature transformation (FT) methods were applied to

these datasets which converted them into a suitable format

for these analyses. Different classifiers were then applied to

these transformed datasets and we identified well performing

ML approaches. In addition, we also explored how data

transformation may improve the performance of classifiers.

Several feature selection techniques (FST) were then applied

to these transformed datasets to determine which classifiers

gave the best results in prioritising ASD risk factors in tod-

dlers, children, adolescents and adults. Thus, these studies

indicate that ML can be utilized to determine ASD risk

factors. In addition, we determined which were the best

ML models to explore the predictive risk factors of ASD,

finding that while several ML methods performed well the

best performers differed for the type of dataset used.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. DATA

In 2012, Allison et al. [1], reduced the number of

items of Q-CHAT and AQ tools to 10 rather than

50 using a discriminant index (DI) approach. It was

split into five areas including attention to detail, attention

switching, communication, imagination and social skills.

Thabtah et al. [2] developed ASDTests app which is used

Q-CHAT-10 and AQ-10 tools (AQ-10 Child, AQ-10 Adoles-

cent and AQ-10 Adult) for screening and identifying ASD

risk factors. This app calculates a score, which ranges

from 0 to 10, with a final individual score of more

than 6 out of 10 indicates a positive prediction of ASD.

Each item is assigned values from 1 to 10. We collected

N = 2009 records from Kaggle and UCI ML repository

where ASDTests was used to aggregate datasets [13]–[16].

These contained datasets for toddlers (N = 1054), children
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TABLE 2. Details of variables mapping.
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FIGURE 1. Pipeline to detect ASD at early stage.

(N = 248), adolescents (N = 98) and adults (N = 609). The

datasets represent 319 (30.26%) female and 735 (69.73%)

male in toddlers, 74 (29.83%) female and 174 (70.16%) male

in child, 49 (50%) female and 49 (50%) male in adolescent

and 288 (47.29%) female and 321 (52.70%) male in adult.

Table 1 & 2 show a brief feature description of the different

datasets used in this study.

B. METHODS

The datasets employed contained noisy, missing, and

unwanted records which were replaced by mean values.

In addition, different categorical features were encoded by

corresponding integer values. Thus, different FT methods

were used to reduce skewness, spread equality, linear and

additive relationship of ASD datasets. Some common meth-

ods such as Log, Z-score and Sine FT methods were applied

in these datasets (see details in Table 3). 250 classifiers were

applied in these transformed datasets and found that 80 of

themworkedwell. Those classifiers which showed accuracies

TABLE 3. Brief description of different FT methods.

below 70% have been omitted. Then, 9 of them which are

Adaboost, FDA, C5.0, LDA, MDA, PDA, SVM and CART

were finally selected. Figure 1 indicates sequential steps how

to we analyzed and explored risk factors of ASD. Brief dis-

cussions on the classifiers are represented here:
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TABLE 4. Evaluation metrics.

TABLE 5. Brief description of different FSTs.

• Adaboost: This is a boosted classification tree based

algorithmwhich reduces misclassification errors by iter-

ating algorithms [18]. It can also handle missing records,

and boosts multiple classifiers which can perform better.

Let (x1, y1) be considered as the initial and (xm, ym) as

mth training instances. Then, it considered all weights
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TABLE 6. Accuracy of different classifiers.

of sample D1(i) = 1
m

for i = 1, . . . . .,m, where D is

declared as weights of samples for ith training sample.

Afterwards, it trains weak learners using a distribution

of Dt and gets the hypothesis as:

ht : X ∈ {−1, 1} (1)

Then choose αt ∈ Rwhere α is defined as weight for this

classifier. It selects Zt as normalized factor and Dt+1 as

a distribution to update weight.

Dt+1(i) =
Dt (i)e

−αtyiht (xi)

Zt
(2)

Then the produced classifier model is:

Dt+1(i) = sign(

T
∑

t=1

atht (x)) (3)

• Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA): FDA [19] is

used as a generalized bagging cross validation approach

to prune this model. Pruning is an overfitting prevention

method which mutually obtains linear score functions

as discriminant variables and classifies into the nearest

class centroid is:

ηl(x) = xT (βl) (4)
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FIGURE 2. Accuracy of different classifiers.

Then, the flexible Mahalanobis distance of a test point x

to k th class is defined by:

ASR =
1

N

L
∑

l=1

[

N
∑

i=1

[θl(gi) − xi
Tβl)

2] (5)

where the θl(g) is identified for scores and βl is selected

for the maps to minimize the average residual. This

leads to reduced memory during training. The cross

validation process is used to give a reliable estimate of

the predictive accuracy of the model. The estimation of

generalized Cross-Validation is:

minαGCV (α) = n−1

∑n
i=1(Y−i − g(ti))

2

(1 − n−1trA(α))2
(6)

• Decision Tree (C5.0): C5.0 is an improved version

of C4.5 which is the divide and conquer recursive

method [20]. It solves fitting, error pruning and also

robust to the noise and missing data. When C5.0 is

worked, it uses entropy E of a sample for measuring

purity which can be expressed as:

P(e) =

N
∑

i

(
(pi + ni)

(p+ n)
).I (pi, ni) (7)

where p is the number of positive records, n is the

number of negative records and I (p, n) is the entropy of

function [21].

• Boosted Generalized Linear Model (Glmboost):

Glmboost is a univariate generalized component-wise

classifier to adjust with linear models. It can fit gener-

alized linear models with x = (x1, . . . , xp) and (condi-

tional) expectation µ that can represent as [22]:

g( µ) = β0 + β1x1 + . . . . . . . . . + βpxp (8)

where the expectation of the response µ = E(y|x), g

is indicated as the link function and β is defined as

parameters.

• Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA): LDA [23] is

used as a classification and dimensional reduction

approach by exploring a linear combination of features.

We considered that there are k classes and n training

samples which are defined as {x1, . . . xn} with classes

zi ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The prior probability ak is assumed

to display a Gaussian distribution φ(x|µk ,
∑

) in each

class. The model estimation is then defined by:

ak =

∑n
i=1 l(zi = k)

n
(9)
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TABLE 7. Kappa statistics of different classifiers.

µk =

∑n
i=1 xil(zi = k)

∑n
i=1 l(zi = k)

(10)

∑

=

∑n
i=1(xi − µzi )(xi − µzi )

T

n
(11)

This classifier uses Bayes theorem to estimate the

probability.

• Mixture Discriminant Analysis (MDA): It is consid-

ered as an extension of LDAwhich is generated based on

mixed models of classification to obtain a density esti-

mation for each class. In this model, a single Gaussian

distribution is too restricted to generate a class. For class

k , the within-class density is [24]:

fk (x) =

Rk
∑

r=1

πkrφ(x|µkr ,
∑

) (12)

and the overall model is:

P(X = x,Z = k) = ak fk (x)=ak

Rk
∑

r=1

πkrφ(x|µkr ,
∑

)

(13)

where ak is the proportion of training samples in class k .

• Penalized Discriminant Analysis (PDA): PDA is a

nonparametric statistical classifier which is developed

by Hastieet et al. [25] to improve the performance of

LDA. It shows linear combinations and contribution

of predictors by generating discriminative rules [26].

If X is considered as a predictor with the basis of expan-

sion h(X ), then the penalized Mahalanobis distance is

given by:

P(x, µ)= (h(x) − h(µ))T (
∑

w+ λ�)
−1

(h(x)−h(µ))
(14)
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FIGURE 3. Kappa statistics of different classifiers.

FIGURE 4. AUROC of different classifiers.
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TABLE 8. AUROC of different classifiers.

where
∑

w is called within class covariance matrix of

the derived variable h(xi). Using a penalized metric, this

classification subspace is decomposed into:

max uT
∑

u subject to uT (
∑

+λ�)u = 1

• Support VectorMachine (SVM): SVM is an algorithm

which is used to classify both linear and nonlinear

data. It works well with high dimensional data using

non-linear mapping. It explores an optimal separat-

ing hyperplane (decision boundary) of one class to

another. When a radial basis function is used as a kernel,

SVM automatically determines centres, weights and

threshold, and minimizes an upper bound of expected

test error [27], [28]. If we consider a radial basis function

based SVM, then it is defined as:

k(x, x ′) = exp(−

∥

∥x − x ′
∥

∥

2

2σ 2
) (15)

‖x − x ′‖
2
is identified as the squared euclidean dis-

tance between the two feature vectors and σ is a free

parameter.

• Classification and Regression Trees (CART): This

is used to explain decision trees algorithms for clas-

sification and regression learning tasks. Various boot-

strap aggregated (Bagging) techniques are used which

involves fitting CART to the bootstrap sample with

replacement of the original sample size, repeated several

times. Bagged CART is implemented using the ‘‘ipred’’

package in R [29].
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TABLE 9. Sensitivity of different classifiers.

A number of evaluation metrics such as accuracy, kappa

statistics, AUROC, sensitivity, specificity and logloss were

considered in order to represent the outcomes of different

classifiers and compare their performance based on these

metrics. The metrics were represented by calculating the true

positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false

negative (FN) values (see details in Table 4). After evalua-

tion, we explored the best classifiers which can represent the

highest outcomes for all datasets. We also investigated these

datasets to determine which different classifiers give the best

results in these analyses.

We then identified the significant ASD risk factors from

these datasets using different FSTs including correlation

based feature subset selection (CFSS), gain ratio based

attribute evaluation (GRAE), information gain based attribute

evaluation (IGAE) and ReliefF based attribute evaluation

(RFAE) with ranked search method (see details in Table 5)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this study, we used the caret package in R for feature

manipulation and classification tasks [27]. Three FT methods

named Log, Scale and Sine (denoted as FT1, FT2 and FT3)

were implemented into toddler, child, adolescent and adult

ASD datasets. 250 classifiers were applied to these datasets

and Adaboost, FDA, C5.0, Glmboost, LDA, MDA, PDA,

SVM and CART (denoted as C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7,

C8 and C9 respectively) were shown the comparative out-

comes and considered them for further evaluation process.

Random sampling distribution with three number summary

statistics (Median,Mean andMaximum)was used to generate
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TABLE 10. Specificity of different classifiers.

experimental results. Accuracy, Kappa Statistics, AUROC,

Sensitivity, Specificity and Logloss were used to justify

experimental findings. However, we represent Classifica-

tion Accuracy (see Table 6), Kappa Statistics (see Table 7),

AUROC (see Table 8), Sensitivity (see Table 9), Specificity

(see Table 10) and Logloss (see Table 11) for classifiers from

analysis of different ASD datasets.

A. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF ACCURACY

The ASD dataset of toddler, child, adolescent and adult were

analyzed by the classifiers and the accuracy of each of these

are shown in Table 6. Regarding the accuracy of toddler ASD

dataset, the median highest result (99.06%) was calculated

by C1 for FT1, C1 and C8 for FT2 respectively. In addition,

the mean highest result (98.77%) is generated by C8 for

FT1 and FT3. Finally, the maximum highest result (100%)

result was calculated by C1, C3, C4 and C8 where C1, C4 and

C8 for all FT methods and C3 for FT2 are found in this

work. When we evaluated the accuracy of child ASD dataset,

the median (100%) highest result was obtained by C5 and

C7 for both FT1 and FT2. The mean (97.20%) was also

obtained by C1 for FT1 and FT2 respectively. On the other

hand, the maximum highest result (100%) was generated

by all classifiers and FT methods. Furthermore, when the

accuracy of the adolescent is represented, the median highest

result (95%) was calculated by C3, C5 and C7 where C5 and

C7 for both FT1 and FT2 and C3 for only FT2 have gained

this result. Besides this, the mean highest result (93.89%)

is generated by C4 and C7 where C7 for FT1 and C4 for

FT2 respectively. The maximum highest result (100%) was
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TABLE 11. Logloss of different classifiers.

generated by all classifiers and FT methods. Furthermore,

when we observed the accuracy of the adult, the median

(98.36%) and mean highest result (98.36%) were generated

by C1 for FT1 and FT2 respectively. In addition, the results

(100%) are shown by C1 and C3. In this case, C1 for all FT

methods andC3 for FT1 and FT2were performed best results.

The average accuracy of different classifiers of toddlers, chil-

dren, adolescents and adults are shown in figure 2.

B. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS OF KAPPA STATISTICS

We examined the experimental results of kappa statistic

calculations of the toddler, children, adolescent and adult

datasets, shown in Table 7. When we explored the toddlers

ASD dataset, the median highest result (97.80%) was seen

with C1 and C8 where C1 for FT1 and FT2, and C8 for

FT3. The mean highest result (97.10%) was then calculated

these findings by C8 for FT3, and themaximum highest result

(100%) is seen with C1, C3, C4 and C8. In these cases, C1,

C4 and C8 produced a similar result for all classifiers and FT

methods, where C3 produced this result for FT2. When the

Children ASD dataset was studied, the median highest result

(100%) was generated by C5 and C7 and the mean highest

result (94.41%) was seen with C1 for FT1 and FT2 respec-

tively. Besides this, when we considered the adolescent
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FIGURE 5. Sensitivity of different classifiers.

FIGURE 6. Specificity of different classifiers.

ASD dataset, the median (90.00%) and mean (86.37%) high-

est results are generated by C3 andC4 for FT2. Themaximum

(100%) highest result was shown by all classifiers using

FT methods. Thereafter, we analyzed the adult ASD dataset,

finding that the median (95.99%) and mean (96.02%) highest

results were generated using C1 for FT1 and FT2. Lastly,
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FIGURE 7. Logloss of different classifiers.

the maximum highest result (100%) was seen using C1 and

C3where C1 for all FTmethods and C3 for FT1 and FT2 gave

this outcome. The average kappa statistics of different clas-

sifiers of toddler, children, adolescent and adult datasets are

shown in figure 3.

C. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF AUROC

We analyzed AUROC to assess the predictions made for the

toddler, children, adolescent and adult ASD datasets, shown

in Table 8. When we investigated the results of the toddler

ASD dataset, the median (100%) the highest result is gen-

erated by C8 for all FT methods. Then, the mean (99.98%)

result was obtained by C8 for FT1 and FT3 methods. After-

ward, the maximum (100%) highest result is gained by C1,

C3, C4 and C8 for all FTmethods, C2, C5 and C7 for FT1 and

FT2 respectively. When we evaluated the experimental find-

ings of child ASD dataset, the median highest result (100%)

was obtained by C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 and C8 respec-

tively. In this case, C1, C4, C5, C7 and C8 for all FTmethods,

C2 for FT2 and FT3 as well as C3 for FT1 and FT2 and C6 for

FT1 showed these results. This mean (99.87%) andmaximum

(100%) highest results are generated by C4 and all classifiers

and FT methods respectively. When the results of adolescent

ASD data were examined, the median (100%) highest result

is determined by C1, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 and C8 where

C1, C3, C4, C5, C7 and C8 for all FT methods and C6 for

FT1 and FT2 are manipulated this result respectively. After-

ward, the mean (98.61%) and the maximum (100%) highest

results were calculated by C4 for FT2 and all classifiers and

FT methods respectively. When we considered the outcomes

of the adult ASD dataset, the median (100%) highest result

was produced by C1 for all FT methods. Besides, the mean

highest result (99.95%) was generated by C1 for FT1 and

FT2. The maximum (100%) highest result was found by C1,

C3, C4 and C8 for all FT methods. The average AUROC

of different classifiers of toddler, child, adolescent and adult

datasets are shown in figure 4.

D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF SENSITIVITY

We explored the sensitivity of toddler, children, adolescent

and adult ASD datasets as shown in Table 9. When we

analyzed experiment results of the toddler ASD dataset,

themedian (100%)was obtained byC5, C7 andC8. Themean

(99.39%) highest result was obtained using C8 for FT1 and

FT3, and the maximum (100%) highest result was seen for all

CTswhere C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C7 andC8 for all FTmethods,

and C6 for FT1 and FT3. Besides this, when we analyzed the

outcomes of child ASD dataset, the median (100%) was seen

with calculations using C1, C3, C4, C5, C7 and C8. In this

case, C1, C4 and C8 for all FT methods, C3 for FT2. C5 and

C8 for FT1 and FT2 showed these results. Themean (98.40%)

and maximum highest result (100%) was calculated using

C1 for FT3 and all classifiers and FT methods.
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TABLE 12. Feature ranking.

When we then evaluated the result of adolescent ASD

dataset, the median highest result (100%) was seen using C3,

C5, C6, C7 and C8 where C3 for FT2, C5 for FT3, C6 for

FT1 and FT2 and C7 for FT1 and FT3 and C8 for all FTmeth-

ods obtained this result. The mean (97.50%) and maximum

(100%) highest result are generated by C8 for FT1 and all

classifiers and FT methods respectively. Therefore, when we

investigated the outcomes of adult ASD dataset, the median

(100%) is determined by C1 for all FT methods and mean

(99.30%) was also obtained FT2. Finally, the maximum

highest result (100%) is analysed by C1, C3, C4, C5, C6,

C7, C8 and C9 for all FT methods. The average sensitivity

of different classifiers of toddlers, children, adolescents and

adults are shown in figure 5.

E. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF SPECIFICITY

We explored the specificity of toddlers, children, adolescent

and adult ASD dataset that is shown in Table 10. When we

investigated the experimental outcomes of the toddler ASD

dataset, the median highest result (100%) was produced by

C1 and C8 where C1 for all FT methods and C8 for FT1 and

FT3 have generated these results. After that, the mean highest

result (99.59%) was calculated by C1 classifier for all FT

methods. Finally, the maximum highest results (100%) are

computed by C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 and C8. In this

case, C1, C3, C4 and C8 for all FT methods, C2, C5 and

C7 for FT1 and FT2, C6 for FT1 calculated this results

respectively. Besides, when the results of the child ASD

dataset was explored, the median highest result (100%) was

produced from C1 to C8. In this case, C1, C2, C4 and C5 for

all FT methods, C3 for FT1 and FT2, C6 for FT1 and C8 for

FT3 obtained this result. Therefore, the mean (98.46%) was

generated by C5 and C7 for FT2 and the maximum highest

result (100%) was also produced by all classifiers and FT

methods respectively. Furthermore, when we observed the

result of adolescent ASD dataset, the median highest results

(100%) were generated by all classifiers except C8 which

calculated this result for FT2 and FT3. Furthermore, the mean

highest result (98.33%) is generated by C2, C4, C5 and

C7 where only C4 for all FT methods and C2, C5 and

C7 for FT1 and FT2 produced this outcome. We found that

the maximum highest result (100%) was calculated by all

classifiers and FT methods. When the findings of the adult

ASD dataset was evaluated, the median (97.22%) and mean

(96.11%) highest result was generated by C8 for FT1 and

FT3 and by C1 and C8 where C1 for FT1 and FT2 and C8 for

FT1 and FT3 respectively. Finally, the maximum highest

result (100%) was seen with calculations using all classifiers.

In this case, only C3 for FT1 and FT3 and other classifiers

produced this result for all FT methods. The average speci-

ficity of different classifiers of toddlers, children, adolescents

and adults are shown in figure 6.

F. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF LOGLOSS

If the experimental results of logloss were explored, and

the lowest logloss values considered for evaluating the

experimental results (see Table 11). When we consid-

ered the outcomes of the toddler ASD dataset, the low-

est median (2.66%), mean (3.01%) and maximum (5.53%)

results were seen with C8 for FT3. Therefore, when the
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TABLE 13. Comparison of our model with the previous studies.

outcomes of child autism dataset were observed, the low-

est median (9.07%), mean (9.62%) and maximum (16.84%)

were found using C7 for FT1, C1 for FT3 and C1 for FT1.

Then when we observed the results of the adolescent ASD

dataset, the median (11.97%), mean (15.81%) and maximum

(34.06%) are manipulated by C6 for FT2, C1 for FT1 and

C4 for FT3 respectively.Whenwe later explored the results of

adult ASD dataset, the lowest median (5.29%), mean (5.64%)

is generated by C1 for FT1 and FT2. The lowest maximum

(8.25%) was generated by C8 for FT3. The average logloss

for different classifiers of toddler, child, adolescent and adult

datasets are shown in figure 7.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Many researchers have performed studies with ASD

datasets, but ASD prediction still needs significant improve-

ment [36], [37]. In our study, we gathered early detection

ASD datasets of different stages of life (toddler, child, ado-

lescent and adult) and analyzed results of using a range of

different classifiers to explore the significant features ofASD.

We found results of 100%, the best prediction possible, for

all accuracy metrics in the random sampling distribution of

experimental outcomes, but we considered averaged results

to compare with previous studies. When we analyzed ASD

screening data by applying different FT methods and then

implemented classifiers (Adaboost, FDA, C5.0, Glmboost,

LDA, MDA, PDA, SVM and CART) into these datasets

in R. After this analysis, we explored significant FT meth-

ods which produce better performing outcomes than others.

When we worked with the top performing 9 different clas-

sifiers using ASD screening dataset, the classifiers model

predicted ASD with 98.77% (C8), 97.20% (C1), 93.89%

(C4), 98.36% (C1) accuracy; 97.10% (C8), 94.41% (C1),

86.37% (C4), 96.02% (C1) kappa statistics; 99.98% (C8),

99.87% (C4), 98.61% (C4), 99.95% (C1) AUROC; 99.39%

(C8), 98.40% (C1), 97.50% (C8), 99.30% (C1) sensitivity;

99.59% (C1), 98.46% (C7), 98.33% (C4), 96.11% (C1)

specificity; 3.01% (C8), 9.62% (C1), 15.81% (C1), 5.64%

(C1) logloss in case of toddlers, children, adolescents and

adults respectively. After analyzing them, C8 (SVM) for

toddlers, C1 (Adaboost) for children, C4 (Glmboost) for

adolescent and C1 (Adaboost) for adults were found to give

the best results respectively for any possible ASD feature

sets. On the other hand, the classification outcomes of FT2 or

ZScore transformed child, adolescent and adult ASD datasets

showed the highest performance of any FT methods. In con-

trast, the classification outcomes of FT3 or Sine transformed

toddler dataset also showed the highest performance com-

pared to other FT methods in this experiment. However,

we implemented a variety of different FST approaches such

as CFSSE, GRAE, IGAE and RFAE into Sine transformed

toddler and ZScored transformed child, adolescent and adult

datasets to identify and prioritize the significant features of

these datasets. In these cases, A9 and A4 were found to be

the most significant features for toddler and child datasets,

respectively, based on the all FSTs. For the adolescent dataset,

A4 was the most significant feature according to all FSTs.

Finally, for the adults, A9was found to be themost significant

feature according to CFSSE, GRAE, IGAE and A5 shows

as the high ranked significant features according to RFAE.

Table 12 is represented the importance of significant features

of ZScored transformed datasets.

Oma et al. [38] developed an autism prediction model

by merging Random Forest-CART (RF-CART) and Random

Forest-ID3 (RF-ID3) and their proposed models predicted

ASD with 92.26%, 93.78%, and 97.10% accuracy in case

of children, adolescents and adults respectively for AQ-10

dataset and 77.26%, 79.78%, and 85.10% accuracy in case of

children, adolescents and adults respectively for real dataset.

Talabani and Engin [39] applied SVM with four types of

kernels into child ASD screening datasets and found their

accuracy 95.54%, 100%, 100% and 99.31% respectively in

WEKA. Thabtah [40] also used ASD screening dataset for

predictive analysis and computed accuracy, sensitivity and

specificity rates of classifiers which were generated by NB

and LR in WEKA. They got the highest results for LR as

97.94% accuracy, 98% sensitivity, 97.35% specificity for the

child, 94.23% accuracy, 92.20% sensitivity, 92.68% speci-

ficity for adolescent and 99.85% accuracy, 99.90% sensi-

tivity, 99.70% specificity for adult. However, the analysis

with toddlers was not performed in many of the previous

studies (see table 13). We also applied various FSTs to the

ASD datasets where different classifiers show the best results

and some significant features of toddler, child, adolescent
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and adult datasets were explored and ranked which were

not shown properly in the previous studies [2], [38], [39]

(see Table 13). In addition, no study has evaluated in detail

the early detection based on the ASD datasets, while we used

a range of metrics (AUROC, kappa statistics and logloss) to

assess this [2], [38], [39] (see Table 13). Moreover, we used

different FT methods which further improved the perfor-

mance of the various classifiers in the four ASD datasets.

In summary, we implemented FT methods in the dif-

ferent stages ASD datasets, and used various classifiers to

analyze these transformed data and evaluated performance.

We found significant features which are highly predictive for

ASD using a range of feature selection and ranking methods.

This will improve the ability of physicians to detect ASD

at an early stage by using our identified features. Our per-

formance evaluations were demonstrated using a range of

accuracy parameters including accuracy. Some of the clas-

sifiers did not show consistently good results because while

they showed good accuracy, they produced biased results for

these datasets. However, the amount of ASD data available

was not large enough to fully resolve these matters. In the

future, wewill identify better the associated limitations of this

approach, and analyse more data to improve the detection of

ASD and related neurodevelopmental disorders.
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